
My dearest old Puppili,

OLD because of being married. Your letter was very dear and it gave me great pleasure to hear that you all
are well and things are OK. The news too are very interesting. I am happy for you, a) about the raise in
salary and aa) with whatever has caused it.

New Mexico is not as comfortable for my soul, but I have to bear my fate. Had to learn to do that. You write

that Gerald might earn 1000.‑$ there. Do you mean per month (too much) or per year (too little). I think
you have mixed up something there.

I am still having a wonderful time. Today would have been my first riding lesson but unfortunately suffered

from "flower‑pots" and had to postpone till Monday. I just remember, neither you nor Kugel have dated
your letters. Shame on you both. Please call Kugel and tell him not to send airmail, I mean the packages,
there is plenty of time. {Except for the 5 which he bought at Mr. Ravel for 12.50$}. Wrong, strike it, at the
moment I do not need anything. Extremely stupid that I did not bring along your belt. I could slap myself.
Maybe I will find something here.

Would you believe?‑ cholera in Egypt! It is the punishment for (pestering) the poor Jews in Palestine.
Actually, Cairo was eerily hideous. I mean the people. Nothing but crooks. Otherwise of course, a magical
place except the new parts are ugly.

I am so sorry for you that it is still so hot in NY. Here, the evenings are so cold that I had to wear stockings
last night plus two underpants and nostalgically thought of the pantyhose which I returned to you at the last
minute. We forgot that Kenya lies as high up as St. Moritz, that's what they told me. Then again the sun is
so hot during the day that one cannot be outdoors without a hat. Yesterday was Suserl's birthday (27), she
got a nice badminton set. I am glad because I am so afraid of gaining weight here. I have to do some kind of
sport, doesn't matter what. One eats here all day long, much too much and much too good. After all, I can't
come home looking like a dumpling. Would be Mrs. Kugel. Clever of you to have exchange the wedding
presents to more practical items.

My dear, I can't wait that long, until you have scraped up enough war‑bonds for my trip. But it is sweet of
you to think of me. You will have my letter by now. Yes, the black gentlemen and ladies are of course, a
source of enjoyment and amusement. There are many different races and of course many different ways of
dressing. Most people in Nairobi wear European clothes but the way they combine and wear the things, you
wouldn't be able to imagine in your wildest dreams. Most of the men are quite the dandies, very conceited
and strutting about. Others wear hardly anything and seem to feel very comfortable that way.

Susi's boys are definitely nice and intelligent. Kwabana is a first rate Popoldibi and just as good looking
except in black. He is a magnificent laundress and ironer and of course a perfect butler. They all work like
dogs (in German: wie die Neger) and I am already quarreling with Suserl because, just like a bourgeois
housewife, she constantly scolds and nags them and is always dissatisfied. Suserl speaks Swaheli perfectly,
never looks at the ladies and gentlemen when she talks to them and claims I am much too nice to them, that
one mustn't do that. Of course, this doesn't make any sense to me, if they are as intelligent as others, why
then should we treat them differently? Suserl has become a real Colonist but hasn't grown more intelligent.
But she is very sweet. On one hand she is yearning for New York, e.g. theater and fun, on the other hand
she is aware that it would mean a very different life for her and that frightens her away. And rightly so. She

is immensely pampered and lazy as all get‑ out.

The children are charming. Michael a true beauty and unusually intelligent for his 3 years. The little one is
blossoming and a very very good baby and it is a great joy for me to be able to observe how he is getting



bigger and more human every day. I found out, that newborns are the cutest of all children. Such good little
helpless things.

Almost all the black ladies wear gold buttons in their noses and some of the gentlemen have terribly
elongated earlobes, I think it is very practical because of all the many rings they wear in their ears. They are
all constantly on the move. I don't yet know where they are going. The highways are very populated and
they are able to walk for hours. The huts in which they live are also very cute, of course not furnished by
Franz Singer (Mia's Bauhaus architect in 1925) but still very comfortable. All with straw roofs. The poor
souls cannot have drinks, one is not allowed to sell them any. That way they secretly buy some other alcohol
and make a brew with it out of bananas and then they are nicely drunk and do naughty things and get a
horrible thrashing and are put in jail. Stealing is quite the past time here and Ted told me not to be
frightened when I see a black arm reaching through the window "he only wants to steal." But I have a large
club beside my bed, a police truncheon. Surely it would be much easier to kill me with it because I would
hardly have the courage (to use it). This way things are more practical for the gentlemen.

The nights are absolutely beautiful, especially after a rain which happens once in a while. Then it smells
wonderfully like in a perfume shop and the next morning are even more flowers in bloom and the grass has
greened up again. The moon here stands upside down, as I already told Thomas. Whenever I see it I think I
am tipsy {which is often the case} but the moon is upside down in any case, tipsy or not.

No, my little mouse, I don't drink much. The Kohol (alcohol) is here very expensive and fairly difficult to get.
So don't worry, old Maunz knows what she is doing. Haven't played any Bridge so far but did play Poker. It is
rather boring unless one plays for high stakes which I cannot afford. We also play Rummy but I only really
enjoy Bridge. Next week I will have the opportunity.

I wonder about the horse. Whether it will throw me off right away. Unfortunately I have no shoes because I
cannot wear the riding boots which I had originally sent with Suserl (when she left for Africa) due to my stiff
foot. But the riding pants still fit me very well. A miracle, after 25 years! By now I am already sore all over
from playing badminton, they say it is "healthy." Suserl admires my energy and gets exhausted just by
watching me. I have discovered that I am really no "Lady of Leisure," I am not comfortable when I can't do

anything. Can't smoke two cigarettes at once ‑ can I?

What do you think about Koritschoner! (Hans Cory). Isn't it great fun? Early December I will travel to
Tanganyika (to meet him). I hope he will show me the wild natives, supposedly there are still some there.
Unfortunately it will be an eight hour trip by slow bus which stops at every corner. There will be mostly

natives in the bus which makes it fun. They are all very good‑natured and say hello like the Tyrolian
peasants. Good Afternoon in zwaheli is dschambo. Food is shakula. I = mimi, You= wewe, and we= sissi.
There is no grammar, isn't that nice, and "bring in the dinner" = lette shakula, come here=kudscha happa. Its

a little like the "B" language and we two can use it to talk to each other‑ OK? Then the others will be
surprised. Mtoto, which means "my child" good by my sweet and many thanks that you are taking care of
my sweet Kugel. Keep having a good time, life is so much nicer when one can enjoy things. Be good and
don't make Gerald angry and you know: sit up straight and especially: don't drive too fast. Promise! Write
soon am so looking forward to letters, am so very attached to you all {unfortunately} and I am interested in
everything. Give my best regards to all and remain my sweet kitten. Apropos how is the cat?

Please Pupperl, in case Thomas hasn't yet mailed the package: could he get this hose for washing hair in the

bathroom, its a small douche ‑ hose. He can find it at Woolworth or drugstore. It doesn't cost much and is
here even more practical than at home because there are no showers here. No rush. I will need my own for
the rest of the trip. Maybe you can buy it and give it to Thomas.



Something else, next time you write, please put a few kernels of caraway in with the letter. Suserl would
love to have some. And ear plugs, "flint" cost 25 cents.

Nov. 3rd: Today I had my first riding lesson. It was hilarious but difficult with my foot, it always drops out of
the right stirrup and it doesn't give me a good hold. (A stiff ankle, remnant of Mia's fall out the window, see

suicide attempt). I'll try again and we will see. The second I sat high up on this enormous horse‑ altogether

out‑doors, the riding teacher was called to the phone and I stood there, all alone amidst the wide desert.
Only Suserl was nearby and laughing tears. She couldn't have helped me if the horse had decided to run
away with me. If I actually get better at it, then Thomascili and I can go riding in Central Park. But I don't
really think I will be able to master it, because of the stupid foot. We laughed a lot, as you can well imagine.
Just getting up on the horse was extremely difficult. I can hardly lift the first leg up because the riding pants

are so tight and I have no strength in my arms. I barely made it up and didn't even fall off the other side‑
what a coincidence! Once on top, one gets an very uncanny feeling.

Bye bye my sweet and bah bah bah

P. S. The black gentlemen sometimes wear empty gourd shells on their heads instead of a hat. Others wear
sunglasses without lenses. Isn't it sweet!!


